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Abstract.
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matrices
condition

A necessary condition for an isotopy class on a compact surface
a Smale diffeomorphism whose dynamics are a specified set of
of finite type is that the Euler characteristic of the manifold be
a sum and difference of certain numbers obtained from the
representing the subshifts. In this paper it is shown that this
is sufficient up to a finite power of the subshifts.

A diffeomorphism / on a compact manifold is a Smale diffeomorphism if
and only if / satisfies Axiom A, the strong transversality condition, and has
only zero dimensional basic sets (see [3] or [10] for definitions). Smale
diffeomorphisms are structurally stable, dense in the C° topology on Diff(M)
and appear in every isotopy class [9], [10], [12].
For a Smale diffeomorphism the restriction of the map to a basic set is
topologically conjugate to a subshift of finite type and thus can be represented by a nonnegative integer matrix. The reduced degree of an integer matrix
A is the degree of the mod 2 reduction of the polynomial det(I — At).
In [3] Franks presented results which for a large class of manifolds of
dimension greater than 2, related the topology of the manifold to the
dynamical behavior of Smale diffeomorphisms on the manifold. In this paper
we consider the problem for the 2-dimensional case. More specifically, given
irreducible matrices corresponding to subshifts of finite type, we present
techniques for isotoping the identity map to a Smale diffeomorphism with
powers of the subshifts occurring as basic sets. Combining this with the
generahzed Morse inequahties yields:
Theorem. Let Ax be a direct sum of irreducible matrices and let A0 and A2 be
permutation matrices. On any compact surface M a necessary and sufficient
condition for the existence of a Smale diffeomorphism isotopic to the identity and
with basic sets of index j (j = 0, 1,2) corresponding to Ak, for some integer
k > I, is that d2 - dx + d0 = x(M) where a} is the reduced degree of Aj and
x(M) is the Euler characteristic of M.

In [3] Franks gave an example of a subshift of finite type which does not
correspond to a basic set of any Smale diffeomorphism of S2.
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Corollary
1. For any isotopy class of diffeomorphisms on a two dimensional
manifold and any subshift of finite type, there is a power of the subshift that can
be realized as a basic set on a Smale diffeomorphism which is in a power of the
isotopy class.

Corollary
2. Any subshift of finite type has a power whose suspension can be
realized as a basic set of a structurally stable flow on S3 and a flow on R3 with
everything moving in at infinity.

I would like to thank John Franks for several valuable conversations and
suggestions.
Preliminaries. In this section we present the background which is required
to prove the theorem. Further definitions are available in [3], [10], and [11].
Let A be an n X n matrix with nonnegative integer elements. To obtain the
subshift of finite type associated with A, consider the graph with vertices
(1, . . . , n) and Atj unit length, oriented edges from vertex i toj. Let SA be
the set of maps from the reals to the graph which map integers to vertices and
preserve both orientation and arclength. Define o: SA -» SA by

*(*)(')= g(t+ O
and give SA the compact open topology. The map o is called a subshift of
finite type. Subshifts of finite type can also be defined via 0-1 matrices and/or
bisequences (instead of graphs).
A nonnegative integer matrix A is irreducible if and only if for each index
pair i and j, there exists a positive integer k such that (A k)u > 0. Bowen in [1]
proves that the action of a Smale diffeomorphism on a basic set is topologically conjugate to a subshift of finite type. In [2] Bowen and Lanford show
that for the subshift of finite type o: SA -» SA, the zeta function is

iaW

det(I-At)'

Reducing by Z/2Z the coefficients of the rational function fa yields the
reduced zeta function. Thus the study of reduced degrees is motivated by its
equivalence with the degree of the reciprocal of the reduced zeta function
representing a subshift of finite type.
We now review the definitions and lemma from the section in [3] on handle
sets. We shall only be concerned with the case where m = 2.
If / is a Smale diffeomorphism on an m-dimensional manifold M, then a
filtration for / is a collection {Af,}7L0 of w-dimensional submanifolds with

boundary such that
(1) M0 c M, c • • • C Mm = M,

(2) Mj_, u f(M,) c int Mj,
(3) if Yj =Mj - Mj_x then n„ez/"(?,)
is the union of all basic sets of
index y'.
A handle set H for they'th level of a filtration is a finite union of handles
[H¡ = D{ X D¡"~J) attached to the boundary of Mj_x by disjoint embeddings of the S{~ ' X D™~j and embedded disjointly in int My
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Df"~J let

Wf(x) = q X Df"~J. In this paper we are primarily concerned with handle
sets for the 1st level of a filtration on a two dimensional manifold (i.e. y = 1
and m = 2).
The handle set H = (J H¡ is said to be compatible with f if
(1) If x, fix) G H then inf /(Wu(x)) D Wu(f(x)) and f(Ws(x)) c

int W\f(x)),
(2) If x,f(x) G int H and v G Tx(Ws(x)), w G Tx(W"(x)) then \df(v)\ <
X\v\ and |ay(w)| > a-1|w| for some X G (0, 1) and | | a Riemannian metric on

M.
For a compatible handle set the geometric intersection matrix G is defined
by letting Gik be the number of components of f(H¡) n Hk. The following
lemma is proved in [3] and relates G to subshifts of finite type. Let A,- =

Lemma. If A- = r\„BZf(H)
then f\Aj is topologically conjugate to o:
SG —»SG where Gj is the geometric intersection matrix. Furthermore if Gj is a
direct sum of irreducible matrices for each j then f satisfies Axiom A.

Combining results in [3] and [13] yields the following theorem for subshifts

of finite type.
Proposition. If A is a direct sum of nonnegative irreducible matrices then
there exists an integer k > 0 and a matrix B such that
(1) B is a direct sum of positive matrices,
(2) B is congruent mod 2 to a diagonal matrix,
(3) the subshifts corresponding to Ak and B are topologically conjugate.

Proof of the theorem. Necessity is proven in [3]. To show sufficiency we
begin by constructing some local isotopies of sinks and sources in the plane.
These isotopies will then be employed on S2 to produce any dynamics

satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem.
Let Ds = {x G R2| |jc| < s} and define g0: Dx -> D3/2 by g0((r, 9)) =
(3r/2, 9) and let g,: D3/2-> Dx be defined by g, = gj"1. Then fi(g0) consists
of 1 hyperbolic fixed source at the origin and ü(gx) has 1 hyperbolic fixed
sink there. Let C0 = {x|2/3 < |jc| < 1> and C, = (x|l < \x\ < 3/2}.
Isotoping

Lemma. Let B = (b¡j) be an (m + n) X (m + n) positive integer

matrix with even nondiagonal entries and m odd diagonal entries. Suppose mx
and m2 are nonnegative integers with m = mx + m2. Then there exists a

diffeomorphism g such that:
(1) g is either isotopic to g0 relative to C0 or g is isotopic to g, relative to Cx.
(2) The nonwandering set of g consists of m, hyperbolic fixed sources, m2
hyperbolic fixed sinks, the subshift generated by B, and an additional hyperbolic
fixed point (which is a source ifg0 is isotoped and a sink if gx is isotoped).
(3) There is a handle set which contains fl(g) and is compatible with g.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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Proof. We begin with the case in which m2 = 0. An isotopy will be
performed on g0 in two steps. First mx sources and mx saddles will be added
to the dynamics of g0. Then the subshift will be obtained by weaving the

images of handles.
Let Sj be the sector of Dx defined by
s¡ = {(r, 9 )|0 < r < 2/3 and 2m(i - 1)/ (m + n) < 9 < 2m/ (m + n)}.
For each i with ft,, odd we isotope g0 inside s¡ and relative to a neighborhood
of the boundary of s¡. The isotopy creates a hyperbolic fixed saddle at
(\, ir{2i — \)/(m + n)) and a hyperbolic fixed source at (¿, w(2i — \)/(m +
ri)). The new map is called g2. We then place a handle 77,over the saddle in s¡.
For each i with ft,, even, a nilpotent handle 77, is placed in s¡ along a circle of
radius \. In Figure 1 the handles and their images are shown for

Figure 1

Define a matrix G = ( g¡j) by g„ = 1 if ft,, is odd and gy = 2 otherwise. The
next step is begun by isotoping g2 to a map g3 such that the geometric
intersection matrix of the handle set is the matrix G. To obtain the even
diagonal elements the image of each nilpotent handle is isotoped so that it
enters the handle on the left side and comes out on the right side (Figure 2).
Then the image of each handle is isotoped in a weaving, counterclockwise
manner so as to pass through each other handle and create no nonwandering
points outside the handles. In Figure 3 the isotopy is shown for the matrix

1 2
2 2
.2 2

2
2
1,

with the handle images thinned to curves.
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After

Image

Hi
Figuré 2

Figure 3
For each i and j, by — gy is a nonnegative even integer. To isotope g3 to a
map with geometric intersection matrix B, one performs a sufficient number
of finger pushes on the image of 77, near 77, so that the number of
components in 77, of the image of 77, is increased by by — gy.
With care the isotopies can be performed so that the handle set is
compatible with the resulting map g. The inverse of this map is a
diffeomorphism from D3/2 onto Dx whose nonwandering set replaces
hyperbolic sources with sinks and replaces the subshift corresponding to B by
the subshift corresponding to the transpose of B. Thus the lemma is
established for the cases in which mx = 0 or m2 = 0.
Now suppose mx, m2 > 0, m = mx + m2, and mx - m2< 2. We will
outline the construction of an isotopy of g, to a diffeomorphism g with the
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desired properties. Once again an inverse argument completes the case for
mx, m2 > 0 and thus the lemma will be proved.
The isotopy is performed in three steps. In the first step the sink at the
origin is converted to a hyperbolic orientation preserving fixed source and
m2 + 1 hyperbolic fixed sinks and m2 + 1 hyperbolic fixed saddles are added
along r = j. The resulting dynamics are shown in Figure 4. On the annulus
C, the map remains the same.

Figure 4
The next step is to add mx - 1 pairs of hyperbolic fixed points with each
pair consisting of a saddle and a source. The isotopy creates each new pair
along a segment from a sink to the origin with the saddle being placed on the
circle r = \ and the source on the circle r = \. Handles are then placed over
each saddle. Corresponding to each even diagonal entry of A a nilpotent
handle is placed away from the fixed points and on the chele r = \. Finally a
weaving isotopy yields the desired subshift. □
The isotopies in the lemma will now be employed to prove the theorem.
Suppose Ax is a direct sum of irreducible matrices and let A0 and A2 be
permutation matrices. By the proposition of the previous section, let B =
©"= ] Bj where each B¡ is a positive integer matrix which is congruent mod 2
to a diagonal matrix and furthermore the subshifts corresponding to A x and
B are topologically conjugate. We may also assume that k has been chosen so
that Aq and A2 are identity matrices.
For S2 the condition that d2 — dx + d0 = 2 implies that the sum of the
dimensions of Afj and A2 is two greater than the number of odd diagonal
elements of B. Thus there exist two finite sequences of nonnegative integers

Wi-i and {/,.}?., with

2 r, = (dim A$) - 1 and 2 h = (dim A$) - 1
and r¡ + t¡ = dim B¡ for each /'. By applying the previous isotopies to the
northpole-southpole map, each 73,can be locally added along with r, sources
and /, sinks. The result is an Axiom A, no-cycle diffeomorphism with the
desired dynamics. A theorem of Dennis Pixton [6] allows the map to be
further isotoped (without altering the geometric intersection matrices) so as to
satisfy the strong transversahty condition.
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Let X, be a connected sum of / projective planes. If a small open disc is
removed from X,, it is then diffeomorphic to a disc with / half-twisted
attached strips [5]. There is a Morse-Smale diffeomorphism g0 of X¡ with a
fixed sink at the center of the disc, a fixed saddle on each strip, and a fixed
source at the center of the removed disc.
Suppose B is a positive integer matrix of reduced degree m > I which is
congruent mod 2 to a diagonal matrix. Let mx + m2 = m — I with mx,m2>
0. Then we claim that either g0 or g0_' can be isotoped, relative to the omitted
disc, to a Smale diffeomorphism g whose nonwandering set consists of the
subshift represented by B, mx + 1 hyperbohc fixed sources, and m2 + 1
hyperbolic fixed sinks. This is a generalization of the isotoping lemma.
In Figure 5 the situation is partially illustrated for m = I = 3 with

H2

H3

Figure 5

Each twisted strip acts as a handle 77, whose image is to be woven through
the other strips in a clockwise fashion. Observe that as the image of H2
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emerges from Hx, it is inside the image of Hx. This is a result of the twist. To
achieve the entry B23, the image of H2 is pushed along inside the image of Hx
which, although not shown, must also pass through 773. After going through
7/3, the isotoping of the image of H2 is complete and the image of Hx would
continue through 772 with the image of H3 ahead of it.
For even diagonal elements nilpotent handles are introduced near the
boundary of the disc and woven through as before. When mx + m2 > 0 a
preliminary isotopy is performed adding mx sources, m2 sinks, and mx + m2
saddles to the disc. This can be done in a manner similar to the Isotoping
Lemma with the saddles occurring on the outside between twisted strips.
Images of handles are then woven through the twisted strips, the nilpotent
handles, and the outside portions of handles covering the new saddles.
Let ft, and ft, be diffeomorphisms of X¡ and Xr which result from isotopies
of the above type and yield the dynamics of B¡ and B-. From these maps and
Pixton's result a Smale diffeomorphism G on Xl+r can be obtained by
removing a neighborhood of a sink in X¡ and a neighborhood of a source in
Xr, connecting the spaces and maps carefully, and isotoping. The proof of the

theorem for a connected sum of projective planes is completed by producing
a map ft, for each B¡ and then connecting.
When a small disc is removed from a connected sum of / tori, the space
obtained is diffeomorphic to a disc attached with / crossed pairs of strips [5].
To prove the theorem for a connected sum of tori, similar isotopies are
performed on these spaces. □
Proof of Corollary
2. By the Isotoping Lemma produce a
diffeomorphism g: D3/2 —>Dx whose nonwandering set contains a fixed sink
at the origin and a power of the desired subshift. Suspending this map and
rounding off the corners as in [4] yields a flow on the sohd torus with
everything on the boundary moving inward.
To obtain the structurally stable flow on S3 attach another sohd torus with
one closed hyperbohc repellor orbit. The flow on R3 is gotten by extending
the flow on the first solid torus. This can be done by putting a rest point at
the center of the torus and having everything flow in from infinity.
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